
Sylvia Goss – The Printer
Patricia Madden – Bath Road Corner, Swindon
Roy Bizley – Iceland Landscape
Christopher Nevinson – Welsh Hills
George Reason – The Polluted Lake
Ken Symonds – Scene in the Great Western Railway Factor
Claude Francis Barry – Tower Bridge, London: A Wartime Nocturne
Julian Trevelyan – The Potteries
Edward James Buttar – Cricklade Landscape

Starting Points for History and Geography in the Swindon Collection: 
 

(images of all the artworks listed can be found in the 'Learning Library' Powerpoints on our blog)
 

USING ART AS A SPRINGBOARD TO HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY

Kick-start topics - artworks can be used
really effectively to kick-start History topics
as prompts for enquiry questions and
inspiring curiosity. Have a look at some of
the suggested artworks below. Students
can add questions or learning to an artwork
image and revisit it throughout the topic to
frame or capture their learning.

Human effects on the environment – use
an artwork depicting the negative effects of
humans on the environment to start
discussion on this topic. Ask students to
annotate the different effects (the toolkit
‘Curriculum and Topic Links’ and the
‘Exploring the Collection’ page on our blog
show useful artworks for this topic)

Timeline – when studying a Historical period or
event, ask students to produce an illustrated
timeline to help them capture a sequence of
events visually and memorably.

Key Figure Drawing – when studying historical
figures, ask students to draw and annotate
pictures of them. A useful way to capture
learning.

Dioramas – ask students to create 3D models
– works equally well with History or Geography.

Local Area Study – when teaching local
History or Geography, the Swindon
Collection features many artworks
depicting Swindon landmarks and changes
in Swindon throughout the 20th century.
Useful for annotation and a jumping off
point for considering changes in land-use,
architecture, employment, transport, and
daily life.

Plenaries – at the end of a lesson or topic, ask
students to create a Bayeux Tapestry-style
montage or comic strip to capture their
learning.

Maps – to introduce the study of maps, ask
students to create an aerial view, as seen by a
flying bird looking down on the school.

Physical Geography (places, maps, land-use,
climate) – on a large map outline, ask students
to use small illustrations to show their
understanding of place, land-use or climate in
given locations.


